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Introduction

30 October,2012.

This is the second report written by three orphanage personnel. It provides information in all
departments at the orphanage. Its SOCH,s hope that readers will enjoy it.
Deputy Director’s Part report
The “Read Everyday” programme has successfully continued while baring fruits. Children are standing
out to read and learning to read fluently.

Reading programme in progress

Irad with his cake

We are also analyzing the school performance in their end of term test at their respective schools. For
example we have sampled the three pupils’ performances that are in the same grade as shown in the
graph below. This is done in order to see how best we can help children’s competence in school. The
graph illustrates the performance of each child in a particular subject out of 10 total marks. In this we
are able to tell which child is remaining behind in a particular subject.

In addition to this, Orphans in grades 7 and 9 are writing exams. One impressing thing is that the
children have proved to be very good at practical. Very beautiful and delicious testing cakes were made .
Irad Kasama, shown above, is one example who brought a nice cake out of his practical examinations.

Matron’s Report
It has been interesting that the sewing of 18 uniforms for Kambobe School and one for Boma School
going children have been completed. What is remaining is to fix buttons to all uniforms. This will assist
the children to look smart when going to school because they have two pairs of uniform. If possible
there is need for monies to buy material to sew for the other remaining children by the beginning of
next year and a mortar to make sewing easier.

Kitchen benches on mats

uniforms sewn

school bags made

Children are now happy to have footwear/sleepers to put on when moving around the orphanage. It has
assisted in not dirtying their beddings.

Clothing allowance in use(footwear bought)

The sewing of bags have been completed. This has been done with more involvement of children.
So far there has been no serious or any outbreak of diseases at the orphanage and the children are
health sound.

OTHER PROJECTS
The old dormitory roof has been repaired and the is no leaking expected. Currently, the front wall is
being built. The drainage system and the orphanage paths and loans are being improved. The laundry
ironing bench and the clothing shelves are in progress of being made.

Dormitory reroofed and path ways done

Surrounding loans nicely done, laundry shelves and front half wall fence in progress

Entry road being nicely done
Conclusion
In general, this report provides an update that the funded projects are in progress while others are
finished. Sponsors, therefore deserve a credit for job well done in fundraising. SOCH says, Thanks you!
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